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American Prison
In 2014, award-winning journalist Shane Bauer was
hired for $9 an hour to work as a prison
guard in Winnfield, Louisiana. Four months
later, his employment ended abruptly, but
he had seen more than enough. He wrote
an exposé about his experiences that won
a National Magazine Award. In American
Prison, Bauer weaves a much deeper
reckoning with his experiences with a
thoroughly researched history of for-profit
prisons in America. As he soon realized, we
can’t understand the cruelty of our current
system without understanding where
it came from. Private prisons became
# Copies entrenched in the South as part of a systemic effort to # Copies
keep the African-American labor force in place in the
aftermath of slavery, and the echoes of these shameful
origins are with us still.

CD 9780525528777 List: $44.99 Sale Price: $33.74

Field of Bones
J.A. Jance

Sheriff Joanna Brady may expect to see her maternity
leave through to completion, but the world
has other plans when a serial homicide
case surfaces in her beloved Cochise
County. Rather than staying home with
her newborn and losing herself in the
cold cases to be found in her father’s
long unread diaries, Joanna instead finds
herself overseeing a complex investigation
involving multiple jurisdictions.

CD 9780062864956 List: $43.99 Sale Price: $32.99
PL 9781987145670 List: $74.99 Sale Price: $63.74

The Mark

Janet Evanovich
A sinister adversary has Nick Fox and Kate O’Hare
in his crosshairs and will stop at nothing
to eliminate them. They’ll need to
assemble the team to defeat their enemy.
Unfortunately, their number one player,
Kate’s father, is on the run after being
betrayed by an old friend. The trio is going
to have to watch their backs at every turn to
rid the world of their two greatest foes and
clear their names.
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CD 9780525634294 List: $38.99 Sale Price: $29.24

Resistance

Jennifer Nielsen

CD 9781338311280 List: $43.99 Sale Price: $32.99

“Here’s the first thing you need to know about Miss
Cathy Williams: I am the daughter of a
daughter of a queen and my Mama never
let me forget it.”
Cathy Williams was born and lived a slave
- until the Union army destroyed the only
world she had ever known. Separated
from her family, she makes the impossible
decision to fight in the army with the Buffalo
Soldiers, disguised as a man. With courage
and wit, Cathy must not only fight for her
survival and freedom but never give up on
her mission to find her family and the man
she loves. Beautiful, strong, and impactful, Cathy’s
# Copies
story is one that illustrates the force of hidden history
come to light, the strength of women, and the power
of love.

Martin T. Livermore is the key suspect in the abduction
and murder of at least five women, but
he’s never been this sloppy before. When
the FBI finally catches him in Scottsdale,
he declares he’ll only talk to one person:
a retired police officer from Detroit, now a
private investigator living in the tiny town
of Paradise, Michigan. A man named
Alex McKnight. Alex doesn’t know Martin
Livermore, but it soon becomes clear that
Livermore’s capture was only the beginning
of an elaborate, twisted plot with McKnight
at the center. In a hunt that will take him
across the country and to the edge of his limits,
McKnight fights to stop a vicious killer before he can
exact his ultimate revenge. And his grand finale will cut
closer to home than he ever could have imagined.

In His Father’s Footsteps

Leverage in Death

CD 9781250299017 List: $43.99 Sale Price: $32.99
PL 9781250218032 List: $84.99 Sale Price: $72.24

Danielle Steel

When U.S. troops occupy Germany, friends Jakob
and Emmanuelle are saved from a terrible
fate. They make their way to New York,
allowing their friendship to blossom into
love, and eventually marriage. They start
a life together, struggling to make a living.
Decades later Jakob has achieved success
in the diamond business and shown his
son, Max, that America is truly the land
of opportunity. Max is a rising star, and
a graduate of Harvard. He chooses the
perfect bride to start his perfect American
family and settle into a picturesque life. But
when his marriage begins to fall apart, Max
# Copies must do what he has never done before: struggle,
persevere, and learn what it truly means to walk In His

Father’s Footsteps.

CD 9781980005469 List: $38.99 Sale Price: $29.24

Mirage

Somaiya Daud

Steve Hamilton

CD 9780451483669 List: $38.99 Sale Price: $29.24

J.D. Robb

For the airline executives finalizing a merger that
would make world business news, the
nine-a.m. meeting would be a major
milestone. But after marketing VP Paul
Rogan walked into the conference room
strapped with explosives, the headlines
told of death and destruction instead. The
NYPSD’s Eve Dallas confirms that Rogan
was cruelly coerced by two masked men
holding his family hostage. His motive was
saving his wife and daughter--but what was
theirs? Despite the chaos and bad publicity,
the merger goes forward. Now Eve must
untangle the reason for an inexplicable act
# Copies of terror and determine the root of this twisted crime.

CD 9781536696936 List: $43.99 Sale Price: $32.99
MP3 9781536696929 List: $29.99 Sale Price: $29.99
PL 9781978642508 List: $84.99 Sale Price: $72.24

The Other Woman
Sandie Jones

In a world dominated by a brutal empire, eighteenAdam and Emily adore each other. But lurking in the
year-old Amani is a dreamer. She dreams
shadows is a rival; another woman, one
of what life was like before the occupation,
who shares a deep bond with the man
of adventure and traveling beyond her
Emily loves. Emily chose Adam, but she
isolation. But when adventure comes for
didn’t choose Pammie, his mother. There is
Amani, it’s not what she expected: she is
nothing a mother wouldn’t do for her son,
kidnapped by the regime and taken to the
and now Emily is about to find out just how
royal palace to meet the cruel, half-Vathek
far Pammie will go to get what she wants:
princess, Maram. The princess is so hated
to get Emily out of Adam’s life, forever.
by her people that she requires a body
double, someone ready to die in her place.
Amani has been chosen for the job. As she
is forced into her new role, she can’t help
but enjoy the palace’s beauty. But the glitter
# Copies of the royal court belies a world of violence and fear. If # Copies
Amani ever wishes to see her family again, she must
play along.

CD 9781250299314 List: $49.99 Sale Price: $37.49
PL 9781250205506 List: $74.99 Sale Price: $63.74

Shadow Tyrants
Clive Cussler

CD 9781250299673 List: $43.99 Sale Price: $32.99
PL 9781250205483 List: $69.99 Sale Price: $59.49

Wild Fire

Ann Cleeves

Nearly two thousand years ago, an Eastern emperor
When the Flemings--designer Helena and architect
charged a small group with safeguarding
Daniel--move into a remote community in
secrets powerful enough to change the
the north of Shetland, they think it’s a fresh
history of mankind. They went down in
start for themselves and their children.
legend as the Nine Unknown Men-- now
But their arrival triggers resentment,
two rival factions of their descendants are
and Helena begins to receive small but
at war. Both sides think they are saving the
disturbing drawings depicting gallows and a
world, but they could very well bring about
hanged man. Gossip spreads like wildfire. A
the end of humankind. Soon, Juan Cabrillo
story of dysfunctional families and fractured
and his team of operatives aboard the
relationships, Inspector Jimmy Perez’s
Oregon find themselves trapped between
eighth case begins.
two power-hungry adversaries who are
willing to use any means to accomplish their
goals. The crew must rely on their unique
# Copies skills to stop the tyrants in their tracks and save the
# Copies
earth from a dynasty of terror.

CD 9780525636328 List: $49.99 Sale Price: $37.49
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Chaya Lindner is a teenager living in Nazi-occupied
Poland. After her little sister is taken away,
her younger brother disappears, and her
parents seem to give up hope. But Chaya
is determined to make a difference. Using
forged papers she becomes a courier and
travels between the Jewish ghettos of
Poland, smuggling food, papers, and even
people. Soon Chaya joins a resistance
cell that runs raids on the Nazis’ supplies.
But after a mission goes terribly wrong,
Chaya’s network shatters, sending her on
a journey toward an even larger uprising in
the works -- in the Warsaw Ghetto.

Dead Man Running

Sarah Bird
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Daughter of a Daughter of a Queen
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Shane Bauer
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